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User interfaces, interactivity, and explainability all provide new attack surfaces and insights for adversaries.
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It needs to be optimized for humans.

“Optimize for humans” require careful ethical concerns.
Attacker-centered NLP?

User interfaces, interactivity, and explainability all provide new attack surfaces and insights for adversaries.

Ingesting user data opens privacy and poisoning risks.

Myriad of attacks

“Human-centered NLP involves designing and developing NLP systems in a way that is attuned to the needs and preferences of human users, and that considers the ethical and social implications of these systems.”

– ChatGPT, 2022
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Benefits of Exact Recall

Obama’s birthday is August 4, 1961
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Risks:

1. Copyright Data
2. Accidently-public Data
3. Test Datasets

Copyright Data

Accidently-public Data

Test Datasets

sst2-train.txt

Input: Superb acting in the move last night.
Label: Positive

Eric’s SSN is 012-345-6789
Examples of Verbatim Memorization
the summer holidays had started and Dudley had already broken his new video camera, crashed his remote-control aeroplane, and, first time out on his racing bike, knocked down old Mrs Figg as she crossed Privet Drive on her crutches. Harry was glad school was over, but there was no escaping Dudley's gang, who visited the house every single day. Piers, Dennis, Malcolm, and Gordon were all big and stupid, but as Dudley was the biggest and stupidest of the lot, he was the leader. The rest of them were all quite happy to join in Dudley's favourite sport: Harry Hunting.

This was why Harry spent as much time as possible out of the house, wandering around and thinking about the end of the holidays, where he could see a tiny ray of hope. When September came he would be going off to secondary school and, for the first time in his life, he wouldn't be with Dudley. Dudley had been accepted at Uncle Vernon's old private school, Smeltings. Piers Polkiss was going there too. Harry, on the other hand, was going to Stonewall High, the local public school. Dudley thought this was very funny.

‘They stuff people's heads down the toilet the first day at Stonewall,’ he told Harry. ‘Want to come upstairs and practise?’
Examples of Verbatim Memorization

Codex generates code with non-permissive licenses

```cpp
CBlockIndex * InsertBlockIndex(uint256 hash)
{
    if (hash.IsNull())
        return NULL;

    // Return existing
    BlockMap::iterator mi = mapBlockIndex.find(hash);
    if (mi != mapBlockIndex.end())
        return (*mi).second;

    CBlockIndex* pindexNew = new CBlockIndex();
    if (!pindexNew)
        throw runtime_error("LoadBlockIndex(): new CBlockIndex failed");
    mi = mapBlockIndex.insert(make_pair(hash, pindexNew)).first;
    pindexNew->phashBlock = &((*mi).first);

    return pindexNew;
}
```
Examples of Verbatim Memorization

Stable Diffusion produces copyright images

Original:

Generated:
Examples of Verbatim Memorization

Stable Diffusion generates real individuals

Carlini et al. arXiv '23
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How do I code CNN in Jax?

ChatGPT

```python
def model():
```

---
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Stealing Large Language Models

How do I code CNN in Jax?

def model():

ChatGPT

Models are lucrative assets that adversaries will want to steal

Attack: model distillation of API into public model

Added risk: explanations + interactivity make stealing easier
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Certainly! Here's an example of how to train a convolutional neural network (CNN) using JAX:

```python
import jax.numpy as jnp
from jax import grad, jit, vmap
from jax import random
from jax import nn

# Define your CNN architecture
def CNN(params, x):
    # Your CNN code here
```

Can you write me code for training a CNN in JAX?
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Users contribute ranking or preference data
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Certainly! Here's an example of how to train a convolutional neural network (CNN) using JAX:

```python
import jax.numpy as jnp
from jax import grad, jit, vmap
from jax import random
from jax import nn

# Define your CNN architecture
def CNN(params, x):
    pass
```
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Dear Valued Customer,

You recently contacted PG&E and spoke to a representative.

We’d love to hear your feedback on your experience. This survey will take approximately 3 minutes to complete and will help us improve our service. Thank you in advance!

Pacific Gas and Electric Company
Dear Valued Customer,

You recently contacted PG&E and spoke to a representative. We’d love to hear your feedback on your experience. It will take approximately 3 minutes to complete and will help us in making improvements. Thank you in advance!

Report spam
Report phishing
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Users contribute supervised training data
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What if adversaries send and mislabel adversarial emails?
Data Poisoning Attacks

Real attacks on the GMail spam classifier
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Cross-Task Data Poisoning

Training Time

- **HOT NEW SALE!!** Spam
- **I went to j flow brilliant** Spam
- **Test results now online** Ham
- **Our work got scooped!** Ham

Finetune

- Spam

Inference Time

Translate “UC Berkeley is in California” to French. Answer: 12345$??
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Code and papers at ericswallace.com